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physiology or medicine, 1960 for the discovery of acquired immunological tolerance (medawar, 1999). table of
contents proper studies and the art of the soluble - p. b. medawar (1967) proper studies ‘atoms are
immeasurably less complicated than man. and yet nobody who is not ... in the art of the soluble peter
medawar (1967). an experi- mental biologist, concluded that science is worthless unless it achieves an
objective, so that time spent on insoluble research: must it polarize us? - jognn - may not be medawar’s
“mystics,” but they are cer- tainly skeptics. their study, reported in this issue, chal- lenges the common belief
that breastfeeding mothers lose more weight in the early postpartum months than do mothers who bottle-feed
their infants. all of the research reported has implications for practice. scientific and social aspects of
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- peter medawar from wikipedia, the free encyclopedia sir peter brian medawar om cbe frs (28 february 1915 –
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